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I was teaching seniors, who would graduate in one month, professional skills as part of a design class. We had a class debate on job ethics, and most of the students were just dead. Next week I was scheduled to present the last lecture of the semester on time management, effectiveness, and efficiency. I dreaded trying to lecture to or create a discussion with these zombies.

Once I realized that I could give them a time management team project, it was easy to develop an assignment to complete in 45 minutes, which gave me five minutes at the end of class for reflection.

Time Management Assignment

Your company has hired a number of engineers from different colleges. They all start training on Monday. Your boss realizes that no one has looked at how to present time management and efficiency to the new hires, but the company knows from experience that new engineers need this training. To cover this oversight, your boss decides to give the new engineers a book on time management and efficiency.

Write a report recommending the best book on time management and efficiency for new engineers. Give reasons for your choice and compare to at least four other books. The report’s first sentence should clearly state what book is recommended. The report should include 500 to 1,000 words, a reference list, and the names of contributors. Email the team report in 45 minutes to the professor and report back to the classroom.

The Results

After some initial grumbling and complaints, the four teams became energized and started to work on their laptops. They mainly used Amazon and Google to find books; however, finding books was the easy part. The groups used customer reviews and the “look inside” feature in Amazon to compare the books and determine the best. As expected the reports were clearly first drafts, but they were all turned in on time. Although there was considerable overlap in the books they found, each group recommended a different book. The four books recommended were:


In the last five minutes, I noted that this type of assignment—determining a recommendation quickly with incomplete information—is fairly common in industry.

Although the exercise was novel, teamwork was not because the students had worked in their teams all semester. When asked if they preferred this type of team exercise or a lecture, there was general agreement they preferred the team exercise. They will remember this exercise because they worked much harder in class than I did. Similar projects but with a different deliverable such as presenting a short original play could easily be developed for other professional skills.